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Eastern Wallops Northern Illinois
By Score of 35-0 Before Crowd
Of Enthusiastic Homecomers -if-.
Bert Smith Gets
3rd Touchdown
On 60 Yard Bun
STILL UNBEATEN

Principals on C. K. E. A. Porgram

NUMBER 2

Central Ky. Education Association
Meets Here Today, October 11,
In Eleventh Annual Session
ROTC Enrollment
Largest Since Unit
Organized In 1936

Three Glee CJubs
Have Prospects
of Best Year Yet

Patronize
Advertisers

Last General Meet
Hears Boake Carter,
News Commentator
SUTTON SPEAKS

Lieutenant Reeves
To Coach Pistol
Team This Season

Klein and Squires
Made Club Proxies
At Recent Meeting

By DICK ALLEN
The annual convention of the
Central Kentucky Education AsPlaying beiore an enthusiastic
soication win meet on the campus
Homecoming crowd of 2,000, the
of Eastern State Teachers College
Eastern Maroons smashed to an
on Friday, October 11. Mr. C. H.
exciting 38-0 victory over a big
Purdom, superintendent of the
and colorful Northern Illinois
Lancaster Public Schools and
Teachers eleven last Saturday.
EASTINO HAS 28
president of the C. K E. A., will
The true story of the game is
preside at the sessions of the connot told in the lop-sided score,
With their first practice on
Enrollment this year in East- vention.
BOAKE CARTER
however. Although unable to score, registration night, the glee clubs
C. H. PURDOM
ern's ROTC unit reached its high' the Northerners using a deceptive of Eastern are off to a .good start
Boake Carter, rated by Fortune
Pictured above are the central noted radio commentator,:who will est peak in the five years that it Magazine in its 1940 survey as
spread formation, rolled up plenty for the year.
speak
at
the
session
Friday
night;
has
been
located
at
Eastern.
No
figures
in
the
Central
Kentucky
of yardage which was made mainone of the three top-ranning
The Women's Glee Club, or the
ly through the use- of, Innumerable Madrigal Club, under the direction Education Association meeting left. Mr. C. H. Purdom, president doubt, a large part of this was American newspaper commentaH>f
the
C.
K.
E.
A.,
will
preside.
caused
by
the
present
preparedhere
today.
Right,
Boake
Carter,
passes. The .boys from Illinois of Mrs. Robert Seevers, is an ortors, will be the principal speaker
ness program. An estimated 270 at the convention. Mr. Carter's
were big, rugged and tough and ganization that has been on the
to
280
men
make
up
the
three
the one-sided, score was surprising campus for eleven years. It has
address will be given at the last
batteries, color guard, staff and session of the C. K. E. A., which
to almost everyone.
a rigid system of selection and a
ROTC
band.
Because
of
this
large
After an early exchange of formal initiation is always held
will take place in the Hiram Brock
number of enrollees additional auditorium at 7:30 p. m. Friday
punts, Eastern began a drive of when the membership is complete.
blouses
had
to
be
obtained
from
15 yards, which ended In their
evening. The address will be preThis club, consisting of 42
Xavler and Purdue Universities.
first score. Wyatt Thurman whip- voices, includes members from last
ceded t>y community singing, led
The three batteries are divided oy Superintendent Kay Binxord of
ped around end for 12 yards for year's Madrigal and Eastino Clubs
into two platoons each and each Versailles City Schools and greetthis score. Chuck Schuster place- and eligible transfer, students.
platoon Into three squads. Each ings given by N. O. Klmbler, seckicked the extra point.
Mrs. Seevers says that the club
platoon Is commanded by a Cadet retary of the Kentucky Teacher
The Maroons registered again prospects seem the best In years,
Second Lieutenant and each squad Retirement System.
in the first JSariod when Buchaus since the parts are well-balanced
President
by a Cadet Sergeant. It was neces- Raymond McClain, Transylvania
recovered a^Hsrole in •Illinois ter- and the members of the club are
sary this year to move some third College, Lexington, will Introduce
ritory and Tfed Bennedett dashed learning their material rapidly and
year men up to Second Lieutenants the speaker.
13 yards off tackle for the touch- weU.
and some second year men up to
down. Thurman's pass to Rasnlck
Officers elected at a recent
Mr. Carter is recognized as one
sergeants.
for the extra point was incom- meeting include: Helen Klein,
of the shrewdest interpreters of
plete.
V president; Imogene Trent, vice
Following are the present Cadet international events and national
The big thrill of the game came president; Blllie Clark, secretary;
git leers: Cadet Lieutenant Colonel, problems. He will deliver a new
In the second quarter when Bert Marie Hughes, treasurer. Martha
d Gabbard; Cadet Major, Allen lecture entitled, "Whither Amer•
The
election
of
class
officers
was
Flobr'representatives
for
each
of
Smith snake-hipped his way sixty Cammack la the pianist.
glaring; Cadet Captains, Guy ica," at the C. K. E. A. Some of
the
first
duty
of
the
four
classes
the
women's
hall
were
elected
at
yards for a touchdown. Smith's
Mr. James Van Peursem, direc- a meetine last week- of th Wom- at Eastern as they met last week Whitehead, Walter B. Mayer, the questions to be discussed in
run' was the prettiest of the sea- tor of the Men's Olee Club, says en's
Residence HallsX>rganization. In the first scheduled meeting of James Brock and James Stay ton; this speech are: How should Amerson; and one of the most spec- that the material is better than
Cadet First Lieutenants, Charles ica meet the present crisis T How
Officers-^for the Burnam Hall the year.
tacular ever seen at Hanger Stad- the average this year. In addition
Perry, James Prater, John O.
The Seniors, meeting In the Rose, and Stephen W. Rich; Cadet cart they preserve their most
ium. Schuster's trusty toe added to the 23 old members, 18 new Organization-Rejected at the close
cherished institutions ? Is morality
Little
Theater,
chose
Nelson
Gorof
lastTyear
are
Vivian
Weber,
uie extra point.
men are trying out for the va- president^ Vera Maybury, vice don, Richmond, president. Other Second Lieutenants, David Mine- In government possible of attainIn the third period, Thurman cancies to be filled.
James Stocker, Prewitt ment?
officers are: Hansford Farria, singer,
Intercepted one of the Illinois
Paynter, William Petty, James
Officers of the Men's Glee Club president; Park Smith, secretary;
At the morning session of the
passes on the 46 yard line and are: Jim Squires, president; Her- and Mary Billingsley, treasurer. Richmond, vice president; Jane Williams and Hansford Karris.
C. K. E. A. the principal speakers
uasned up to the Northerners' 20 bert Hunter, vice president; Bud The floor representatives recenUy Mills, Owenton, secretary; and
Lieutenant Reeves will be coach will be Dr. R,,E. Jaggers, Director
yard marker. From here the ball Petty, secretary and treasurer; chosen Include for old Burnam, Fay Watson, Owenton, treasurer. of the pistol team and states that of Teacher Training and CertificaThe
faculty
sponsor
of
the
senior
first
floor,
Helen
Ball;
second
was lugged to the 5 yard line and Mary Emma Hedges Is the accomsigning of men for the novice tion, Frankfort, and Dr. Willis A.
floor, Anna Louise Horn; third class Is Dr. L. G. Kennamer.
Cross bucked It over. The try for panist
class
will start in a few weeks Sutton, superintendent of City
floor,
Mary
Agnes
Finneran,
In
Raymond Goodlett, Burgin, was but that
extra point failed. The Maroons
The Eastino Club, which is the new Burnam the representatives
shooting will not start Schools, Atlanta, Georgia. The
elected president of the juniortallied again in the third period freshmen girls' glee club, has 28
football season Is over. The business session will also take
when Bennedett plowed through applicants for membership. This are, first floor, Mary Katherlne class. To assist him In the class until
of last year's team will place at the morning meeting.
the center of the line for another club meets at four o'clock on May; second floor, Jane Mills; duties are Frank Flanagan, Rich- members
The second general session will
floor, Nancy Bruner. The mond, vice president; Susan Ble- not meet until late In November.
six points.
Wednesdays In Room B of the third
It Is a UtUe ironical that Lieu- be held at 2:40 p. m. It will be
new addition has the following sack, Louisville, secretary; and
Eastern boosted the score on up Administration
Building.
Any following
people to represent them Mabel Walker, Richmond, treas- tenant Reeves graduated from the In the form of a panel discussion,
to 35 on a safety in the final freshman girt or upperclasa memwith the theme of "Issues in a
quarter. After Siphers punted to ber who can sing to Invited to on the council: Belle Gish, Anna- urer. Dr. Thomas Herndon is the school (Purdue) that beat Eastern Program
of In-Servlce Education
last year by two points for the
Uie Illinois 4 yard line where It Join. Because the membership has belle Gortney, Helen Klein, and class sponsor.
to the Improvement of
was downed by the Eastern ends to be built up, no officers have Sally Hobbs.
The head of the sophomore class Class B Field Artillery medal. De- Leading
Sullivan Hall's officers are Emc- will be "Copper" John Campbell spite this fact Lieutenant Reeves Instruction." Presiding will be
Eby tried to kick out of danger been chosen as yet
' *
gene Lucas, president; Alberta of Louisa and Guy Warming, says that Eastern is pointing for Superintendent C. D. Redding,
from behind his own goal line.
Frankfort City Schools.
Cameron, vice president; Elwanda Jellico, Tenn., will serve as vice first place this year. .
Rasnick, sophomore end, crashed
' In addition to these general sesBrinkley. secretary, and Mary president. Other officers are Anne
through and downed the kicker
sions, there will be a number of
Emma Hedges, treasurer. Floor Allen, Prestonsburg, secretary, and
before he could get rid of the
departmental conferences held at
representatives for the main sec- Margaret Muncey, Manchester,
baU.
various places on the campus from
tion of Sullivan are Marie Hall, treasurer. Dr. Emerson Jenkins is
Jarni for Illinois was perhaps
1:30 to 2:30 p. m. Members of the
first floor; Evelyn Preston, second the faculty sponsor.
the standout player of the game,
faculty who will assist in these
The first meeting of th^Jlome floor; Charlotte Schneider, third
Officers, indicated as only tembecause of his sensational passing.
departmental conferences are Miss
Remaining cool before the bard Economics Club was held on 'floor; and Mildred Yates, fourth porary, were chosen in the freshPractice for the tenth annual Allle Fowler, who will preside at
charging Eastern line, he tossed October 1, with the president, floor. In the Annex representa- man class. Harold Hounchell, performance of the Messiah, to be the
Art Eudcation Conference;
tives include Marie Hall, first Richmond, was elected president;
pass after pass to keep the Ma- Gladys Bowles, presiding.
on Tuesday and Wednesday, Miss Cora Lee, who will speak on
In honor of the freshmen mem- floor; Jean Zagorem, second floor, Norman Abraham. Shelbyville, vice given
roons alert in order to stifle any
17 and 18, by the "The Improvement of Reading in
president, and Betty Jo Good in, December
completed pass which might re- bers In the club, a picnic was held and Madge Jones, third floor.
Eastern chorus and orchestra the High School" at the English
The
Women's
Residence
Halls
at
Lake
Reba
«on
October
9
from
Corbin,
secretary.
Dr.
P.
M.
Grise
sult in a touchdown. Jarni led
Organizations were established 1.1 sponsor of the freshman class. augmented by the Harmonia So- Teachers' Conference; Dr_ T. E.
the visitors' most serious threat 4 to 9 o'clock.
ciety of -Berea, College, started McDonough, presiding at 'the
last year in both halls so the
This
year
all
the
Home
Ec
main the second period, when he
last Monday, October 7.
Health and Physical Education
women
students
at
Eastern
could
r
jors
will
be
elected
into
the
club
started on his own seven yard
Mr Van Peursem, director of Conference; Miss Margaret Lingrule
themselves
and
enjoy
demothrough
the
merit
system.
This
line and threw passes which carthe
Messiah,
has
said
that
there
enfelser, presiding at the Primary
ried the ball up to the Maroon means that new and old members cratic government in their halls.
is still time for those who wish Teachers' Conference; Dr. Anna
20 yard line where the ball waa alike will have to meet certain As yet they have no definite acto
enroll
in
the
Messiah
to
do
so.
A. Schnieb, presiding at the
standards to maintain or secure tivities planned for this year.
lost on downs.
Rehearsals will begin prompUy at Science Teachers' Conference; and
The "Old Orads" who attended their membership into the club.
7
o'clock
and
will
last
exactly
one
Dr. I,. G. Kennamer, who will
The Y. W. C. A. and the Y. M.
the game saw a number of stars The merit committee appointed
C. A. held their annual fall retreat hour. They will be held, every speak on "Changing Time and
in the Maroon lineup. "Spider" to make out these standards la
Sunday, September 29, at Clay's Monday night in the Hiram Brock Changing Geography" at the UpThurman. probably played his best composed of the following people:
per-Grade Teachers' Conference.
Ferry Camp. The group left the Auditorium.
game of the season. Bennedett, Mrs. Lamah Liddell, Gladys Bowcampus at 8:00 a. m. in cars and
sophomore fullback, and swivel- les, Lela Cornett, and Mary Oney.
a county school bus.
Because of this new system the
hipped Bert Smith also were
The morning session was destandouts In the Maroon back- initiation ceremonies, usually held
voted to addresses by Mildred
early in the year, will not be held
field.
Gortney and Elmore Ryle, the reIn the line, big Fred Darling until next semester.
spective presidents of the organThe Home Be Club will be host
moved a step nearer toward a
izations. Miss Mary F. McKinney
standout for KIAC honors by to the State Home Economics Conthen spoke on "What Goes With
playing his usual bang-up game vention this year, and preparaYour Y Dues". Mr. Sam Beckley
in the line. Tussey, Haas, and tions are being made for the meetgave an Inspirational talk on "The
The convention wlU
Mayer smeared play after play ing now.
True Meaning of the Y. W. and By ONE WHO KNOWS
and annoyed the Illinois, team meet on the campus on November
that we possess depths that we.
Y. M C. A."
1
and
t.
quite a bit.
Maybe it doesn't show up so knew not of until now. There Is
Following lunch small committees met to discuss their year's much on the surface—this metam- no better way to test one's ability
work. At 3:00 p. m. Dr. Locke orphosis that we, as practice to rise to situations than through
The Future Teachers of Amer- White,' minister from Richmond, teachers, have undergone—but
ica, charter ■ member of the addressed the entire group. After there's a great deal more to the this ordeal of practice teaching.
N. E. A., held Its" first meeting .of Dr. White's talk, a recreation transformation than meets -the For verily I say unto you, situathe school year Wednesday even- period waa enjoyed by all the eye. To you who are still mere tions arise there of which you had
ing, October 2.
group until supper at 5:30 p. m. students, our blossoming forth in- never dreamed. Ask James Prater
Members of the club who were
The day ended with a lovely In- to near-faculty members is marked about the boy whom he marched
appointed tb membership on stan- stallation service, officers and by two things—stockings for the back to his seat by force—they
ding committees and minor club members holding lighted candles. Loir's and coats and ties for the still talk about It down at Madison
High. And get Olive Gabriel startthe freshness and naive quality offices are as follows: Mary Bill- This was followed by the singing Troys
By ORVILLE BYRNE
ed on the way she disciplines her
Mr. Cyril F. Hager, newest ad- of the cast—which is one of the ingsley, librarian; Jack Faries, of "Follow the Gleam".
These
are
really
the
most
minor
unruly pupils. All of the students
dition to Eastern's personnel, la reasons It was chosen as an L. T. chairman of >he Publicity Comchanges,
however
noticeable
they
ask questions, which we have had
Paul Brandes, chairmaM at
very enthusiastic about the com- C. production. An amateur cast— mittee;
may
be
at
a
coatless
and
noseless
to learn to answer or to evade
ing production of Thornton Wlld- understand, I don't mean an ama- the Publicity Committee. Those
Eastern.
But
If
you
have
to
noUce
in a skillful way. Oh, yes! One
er's Pulitzer Prize play, "Our teurish cast—brings much more elected by the club to the Memthe
changes
In
our
appearance,
learns to meet situations.
Town" by the Little Theater Club life and vividness to the roles than bership Committee are: Vera
there are a few more things worth
The' funny thing Is that we, the
Chairman;
Vivian
on November 7 and 8. For the does a professional cast. In other Maybury,
obe8rving.
The
bright
fingernail
teachers, are learning so much
past six years Mr. Hager's dra- words, the professionals have to Weber, and Charlotte Haynes.
polish
and
the
too-red
lipstick
are
At the first meeting of Sigma conspicuously absent except on more than our charges. For the
The club Has a program of lavmatic activities have been divided strive for the very qualities that
Pi, commerce club on the "weekends. The polish, if any, la first time in the lives of many
among studying, acting, teaching the college students have natural- ish plans for the year. Some of Tau
of us, we are studying and studyThursday, October 3, the
and directing in as" widely sep- ly. "Our Town" la a difficult, com- the projects will necessitate an campus,
subdued shade and Tangee is ing hard to keep one day ahead
elected were: Edward a
arated places as the University plicated, yet beautiful play; the entire year's work to complete. officers
probably
doing
a
good
business.
of those precocious youngsters
Gabbard, president; Vernon Fay
of Wisconsin, Utah State College, everyday problems of everyday One project Is to collect all the Watson,
Lyda Belle Shepherd was even sprinkled here and there among
Jane Mills,
Cornell University, the University American people are presented in available academic material In secretary;vice-president;
Dishmon Collins, treas- leaving off her piquant little hair- the students. We aren't learning
of Montana, the Madison Civic an intensely human fashion. Love, each department of teaching, In
Joe Reed, sergeant-at-arms. ribbons until she noticed that merely academic matter, however.
Theater of Madison, Wisconsin, marriage, birth, and death are order to make this available to urer;
were still flaunting said If human psychology could be
This year the club is the offi- others
treated so gently and with such the members of the club for their
and a professional group.
ribbons and getting by with it taught anywhere, that place is in
cial
representative
of
the
Richan
understanding
hand
that,
alfuture
use.
Mr. Hager, director of the L. T.
Seevers doesn't go around a classroom where you are' the
The most extensive program mond Greenhouse. Price lists of George
C, was pleased by the attitude of though the scene of the play is
in a barrel sweater on a bicycle reigning power. It makes you stay
flowers
are
In
the
hands
of
all
that
the
club
will
sponsor
is
the
laid
in
Grovers'
Corners,
N/.H.,
the students, both in the club and
anymore. That is almost a shame, awake nights trying to figure out
establishment of Future Teacher club members and any member is for
out He said, "There is a tre- the action and characters" are Clubs
the other George was almost the reason that Edward responds
eligible
to
take
orders.
In
all
the
county
high
such
that
they
could
easily
be
mendous interests In dramatic
a campus tradition, like Rex or to your gifted reading of a beautiNames
of
candidates
for
memschools.
The
persons
who
are
to
imagined
in
any
small
town."
work at Eastern, and we hope to
the hawg rifle or singing ChristAlthough he has never before do this will be selected by the club bership will be presented at the mas carols before daylight Mar- ful poem and Tommy threw paper
provide productions to keep up
next meeting. Membership Is open
wads at you.
officers
and
the
sponsor
from
directed
"Our
Town,"
Mr.
Hager
that Interest."
to commerce majors, regardless of guerite Rivard says that she
You'll be one of us If you are
the members.
"Our Town" Is totally different has twice played the leading role among
spends
all
her
time
trying
to
look
The club plans to cooperate classification, with an average
here at Eastern much longer, and
from any play previously given on of stage manager. "The stage
old
and
dignified—funny
Idea
we
standing. Those who
maybe you are dreading it the
this campus. This play is presented describes the actions, character, with the chapters of the Y. W. and scholastic
to become members should get of the way we're supposed to same way that we did. Then don't.
on the Dare stage, without any and disposition of many charac- Y. M. C. A. to do community wish
look.
make it known to an old member
For in spite of all our professional
scenery or props other than those ters In the play," he said, "and work in the Community House in before
But there are other thing* which gripmg, we are all having a lot
the next meeting.
furnished by the imaginations of In a way provides the continuity." Richmond.
The purchase of Sigma Tau Pi Mr. and Mrs. John Q. Public do of real fun. It's an experience that
The candidates for membership
The cast of "Our Town" has
both the cast and the audience.
will be considered after ne,w not see. Probably the greatest sur- you wouldn't miss for the worldMr. Hager said, "Much of the been selected and rehearsals are in the club will be presented to pins
prise to all of is the discovery take the word of those who know!
members are selected.
the club at its next meeting.
charm of 'Our Town' depends on scheduled to start this weak.
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Two Halls Choose Classes Select
Officers For Year
Representatives
To House Council At First Meeting
Organization
Assures Voice
In Hall Rule

SAME OFFICERS

Gordon, Goodlett
To Head Senior,
Junior Classes/"

RICHMOND STUDENT

Merit System Used
To Admit Members
Into Home Ec Club

Annual Messiah
To Be Given
December 17, 18

Two Y Chapters
Enjoy Retreat
At Clay's Ferry

Future Teachers
Plan Active Work
In High Schools

Practice Teaching An Experience
In Spite of Numerous Trials
In the Daily Class Routine

To Cooperate
With Y Chapters
In Community

MAYBURYCHAIRMAN

Little Theater Club Director
Tells Reporter of Past and Future
of Coming Production, Our Town

Sigma Tau Pi
Elects Gabbard
To Head Office
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PROGRESS PLATFORM
A modified form of student government.
A weekly school publication.
A more active alumni association.
Continued expansion of college departments.
Continued thoughtfulness in regard to college
property.
A greater Eastern.

WELCOME C. K.E.A.
This year the Central Kentucky Education Association holds its eleventh annual meeting. Richmond and Eastern are honored to be the home of
their meeting. It becomes a thing of very deep
significance that Eastern is the meeting place for
so many such conventions, and we are fully cognizant of the honor.
There is a feeling of almost kindredahip with
these teachers and educators who make up the
C. K. E. A., as they once again assemble at East•ern. We who have been at Eastern several years
have awaited the actual day of the convention
anxiously, for we know It as a day of meeting our
friends, the teachers we have loved In high school,
and a day of Interesting discussion and wfll-worthwhile events. For these reasons also, we1 are glad
to welcome them to the campus.
This convention brings us an opportunity to hear
one great speaker every year. Memory will recall
the speakers they have made it possible for'us to
hear in the past—the senator from Oklahoma,
Ruth Bryan Owen Rohde, and Jonathan Daniels.
This year's speaker is the renowned Boake Carter,
a voice that is familiar to every one of us. No^ student should miss this opportunity of hearing him.
So once again' members of the C. K. E. A., we
welcome you to Eastern. It is yours while you are
here.—R. C.

JUST A HINT
A fine town, the home of fine churches, fine
people, and the home of a great school; a town with
a future; always on the upgrade. This, strangers
take into account but they wonder why Richmond
doesn't have plates, or corners painted for her
streets.
/
Mom and Dad naturally want to know where
Junior lives, but Mom and Dad don't have the
slightest idea where South Second Street or Madison Avenue may be located. «
New students come to college looking for a room
and receive a directory of houses on different
streets; but where are these streets?.
Come, come, citizens, let's get our avenues "autojgraphsdr^iC^/

VOLUNTARY ASSEMBLY
FOR SENIORS

*

In these days when the fate of the democracies
hangs in the balance, the American citizens should
enjoy and take advantage of their freedom here
in the United States. And to us students who are
to be tomorrow's citizens we should love, cherish,
and use to the best advantage every occasion which

Membership Drive
For Concert Series
Held In School
Association to Get
Minimum of Three
Concert Artists
ASSISTANT HERE
The Madison County Cooperative Association presents this year
the sixth annual series of concerts.
This series of concerts is one of
the moat outstanding of all programs presented on the campus
during the year. Among the
artists presented during the last
five years have been such famous
musicians as John Carter, tenor
of opera and radio fame; Carols
Goya, Spanish dancer, and Ezra
Rachlln, pianist.
These concerts, a minimum of
three being guaranteed, are presented on the cooperative basis.
AH money collected as memberchip fees from members throughout Richmond, Berea, and the surrounding community will be used
for employing artists and in paying local expenses of the concerts.
l*e artists are selected by a
local artist committee appointed
by the president and chosen from
the membership of the association.
Thus far, they have picked onljr

THE EASTERN PROGRESS

might better prepare us for active participation in
this democratic government.
The seniors who are now on the campus will
leave in a few months to take their places in the
outside world. They are the ones who will have
problems to face and the solution of these problems will be much harder to find if they have not
had an occasion to use their judgment in a similar
problem in the days gone by. After leaving col'
lege, these seniors will be on their own. There will
be no college professor or dean to ask for sound
advice. Any information gained in past experiences will be the best teacher.
Two weeks ago the administration announced
that attendance .at assembly was now voluntary
on the part of the seniors. This farsightedness by
the administration was a big step forward in allowing the seniors to meet a more democratic system
first hand in order that they might be better prepared to meet corresponding situations when they
leave college.
This senior class is the first in the history of the
school to enjoy such a privilege. It is a challenge
to this class to appreciate it, respect it, and realize
the real value back of It. This special privilege
was not granted to seniors simply because they
had gone three previous years and should have acquired more knowledge than those students who
had gone only one or two years.
The seniors should realize the significance in this
act in this perilous time more so than ever before.
Here is a chance for the seniors to show^ their
calibre and the "stuff" of which they are made.
The assemblies in previous years have had a variety of educational, musical, and Informational programs. Very seldom has there been a program
when one could not learn something new.
The United States now faces a crisis. Crises
call for straight thinking, an ability to adapt oneself, and more knowledge on every subject. Our
assembly programs this year will teach us much.
All seniors should show the faculty, the student
body, and the administration that they are aware
of the vast inadequacy of their knowledge by voluntarily attending assembly programs. The seniors
owe it to themselves to be prepared for an emergency which might arise when Eastern State
Teachers College is left behind and the College of
Hard Knocks becomes their training ground for
the rest of their natural lives.—J. S.

THINGS BEAUTIFUL
We have had many thtngs at Eastern that have
been called beautiful. Visitors to our campus have
called the view through the ravine "one of the loveliest scenes in Kentucky." The buildings on the
campus have deservedly been praised for their
architectural beauty. Every year has seen the
addition by thoughtful administrators of some Improvement to a set-up that was already good.
Last year we were placed In the midst of the
most beautiful or all the architectural creations on
our campus—our Student Union Building. It was
so new to us then that its very novelty made us
tread softly, for fear that we might, even unknown
ingly, mar some part of it by our clumsiness. But,
novelty does not last, and we are a people who
tend to forget quickly and conclusively.
The furniture In the Student Union Building Is
still the same expensive, furniture that it was last
year. The policies of the building are the same this
year as last. Surely the care of the building should
be as painstaking, as thorough this year as it was
last year.
Necessarily, the Recreation Room of tihe building
comes in for much more wear than the rest of the
building. Lounging and dancing and ping-pong
and pool cannot alone destroy the beauty of the
room. These are pastimes that can be indulged
in with a great amount of pleasure and a minimum of destruction. If students would remember
the few fundamental rules that they are asked to
observe in the care of the room, a great deal of
the present carelessness could be avoided. It does
not require a lot of imagination to understand why
students are asked to drink cokes and eat whatever food they buy within the confines of the grill.
This does not impose a hardship on anyone, for It
Is really much more convenient to eat and drink
in the grill anyway. The furniture in the Recreation Room must do service for several years to
come, and the condition in which we leave it for
the students to come after us will have a lot to do
with their enjoyment of It
We received this building as a beautiful thing.
There is more to its life than the present. Let us
regard It always as a heritage to be kept beautiful
for the future.—R. C.

the very best, and In the future
they hope to get still better ones.
Mrs. Burton Morris of the
Columbia Concert Service was
here the week of October
to
assist In the campaign for membership. Through the cooperation
of the college and the use of the
auditorium for the presentation
of the concerts, memberships are
made available to students for
$1.10, including the state amusement tax.
The artists will be chosen in the
very near future and will be announced in this paper.

Potpourri
By FRANKLIN CROMER
PERSONAL TRIBUTE
To those Freshmen who have
already won their places here on
the campus by their loyal adoption of the principles of proper
respect and ordinary decency we
value so highly.
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Familiar Eastern Figures Retired

By NATALIE MURRAY
Last issue we promised you a
Roommate Classification Quiz that
would enable you to compare your
opinion with that of a psychological analysis (dope sheet—in more
ways than one?T?). The following test is modeled after those
very unique brain-strainers used
on this campus, so follow directions and If you don't get the
'answer you want (this is the
ideal test!), write a letter to the
editor.
TEST LLI-X
7-S-ll
A—Place a large check-mark
by each question answered in the
affirmative. Count a's and b's as
separate questions.

DAVE PRESLEY

IRVINE GENTRY

Irvine and Dave, School Janitors,
Are Retired From Active Service
At Age of 75, After 34 Years
By JIM SQUHtES
Thirty-four years ago Eastern
was established with the late Ruric
Nevel Roark as its first president.
Teachers were selected for the
various positions needed and the
college was ready for its first
opening. President Roark had his
staff complete when he suddenly
discovered two more Janitors were
needed. A call was sent out and
from the number of those who responded two husky, energetic
colored men, Irvine Gentry and
Dave Presley, received the jobs.
Dave started his work as janitor in old Memorial Hall, then a
girl's dormitory. He later served
as janitor in Sullivan Hall and
was next moved to the power
plant where he worked faithfully
for 22 years. In 1938 he became
Uie janitor of the Telford music
building where he served .until
this October 1.
On September 13, 1806, Irvine
started his work as janitor in
Roark building where he worked
four years. He next drove the
campus wagon until 1913 when he
was transferred to taking care
of the four cottages on the
campus. From 1915 to 1927 he
took care of the old gymnasium
except for two years when he
was janitor at Cammack training
school. After 1927 he was janitor
at the University building.
Dave and Irvine are now nearing their 7Bth birthdays and were
retired from work on October 1,
with a state old-age pension. It
was a memorable occasion on Friday morning, October 4, at the
chapel hour when these two men

were honored by President Donovan by being invited to sit on the
stage at which time they were
recognized for their years of service.
These two men have seen Eastern grow from a small institution
into one of the leading colleges
of the land. They are landmarks
of the college which are now taking their seats after 34 years of
continuous service. There is something sweet and sacred about two
men who have been factors in
building and running a great educational Institution for 34 years.
Dave and Irvine made many
friends during their years on the
campus. The students, the faculty
and Eastern will miss two great
characters who lived their lives
in service so others might enjoy
richer and fuller lives. Eastern
and all connected with her wish
days of contentment and happiness to Dave Presley and Irvine
Gentry, helpers in the building of
Eastern.

CAMPUS PERSONALITIES
ON PARADE
Two freshmen importations that
are injecting shots of youthful
vlvaclousness Into their newly
adopted Alma Mater are Sadie
"Horace" Jones and Lee "Larrapln Terrapin" Swan. Swan halls
from Corbin; Miss Jones is
Frankfort's contribution to Eastern humor. To those previously
unacquainted with two of Eastern's moat widely-traveled students, we would present Paul
"Jungle" Love and Elsie Marcom.
Paul was born in West Africa and
lived there twelve years; has traveled over most of Europe crossing
the big drink seven" times. Elsie
comes to Eastern from Monterey,
Mexico, and is quite an authority
on the Mexican educational sys-

LAUGH OF THE WEEK
The
continued high-pressure
salesmanship tactics of fountaineer Lucas In attempting to sell
still gullible Freshmen elevator THE SPIRIT OF EASTERN"
tickets, chapel seats, and "muscle
Is truly tolerant and democratic
protection" from upperclassmen.
as was so enthusiastically displayed in chapel Friday by the
SNARLS
thundering ovation given the two
At those Individuals who as yet Negro gentlemen as tribute for
have not learned a cardinal rule their faithful services rendered to
of Eastern etiquette which de- the institution.

1.

Aforesaid Roommate
1. Is xx (roommate) just your
size?
a. Does It have cute clothes?
b. Do you ?
2 Did he or she learn to smoke
at school on your cigarettes T
3. Does it take dope or is it T
4. Does person in question re-,
ceive food from home and then
lock it in a cupboard?
a. And then take the key?
b. And then eat yours?
5. Does it go to bed with the
chickens ?
a. Or do they insist upon coming in to sleep with you?
6. Does it have a hobby like
raising Waltzing Mice In .the bureau drawers or guppies in the
bath tub?
7. Does that person become
overly friendly with your Favorite
Date?
Count your check marks. Each
will count for 2095- in the scoring.
Match your results with the
table below.
100%—Don't believe it. Repeat
the test You probably forgot
something.
80%—Still inhumanly congenial.
60%—This is more like it
40%—Remember your Christian
upbringing.
20%—See if you can't have him
or her apprehended for carrying
typhoid . . . Just the type.
0%—Have you tried Flit?

RICMWnMIl KIMTUCKV

FRI. and SAT, Oct. 11-12

QeZ
Hit No.
"4

Captain Caution

»»

with VICTOR MATURE
PI
"WINNERS OF THE WEST"
Dick Foran, Anne Nagel
Chapter 1

* Thcrc'i a straight-A average in'
"Fashion and Comfort" for the
Modern Mitt who give* smart
Vitality shoes a big rush this falL
And ttyle-contciout women follow
the lead of the co-ed. See our compiece new line of Vitality shoes in
authentic autumn styles for youth at
tvtrj age. You'll like the smooth,
glove-like fit of these flattering
Vitality models. Come in today!

Saturday Midnite Show 11 p. m.
SUN. and MON., Oct. 13-14

mands respectful attention to
chapel programs regardless of the
listener's reaction, pleasant or
otherwise.
EDUCATIONAL NOTE
Did you know that cannibalism
was practiced by the early Virginia colonists in 1610 and that
one of their number was executed
for subsisting on friend wifeT

Progress Presents
Awaited Testing
Of Roommates

"Strike up the Band"
Mickey Roonejr, Judy Garland
TUES. and WED, Oct. 15-18

GBEMT
•6«>

mi M Mm~*mi urn

As Advertised in Leading Magazine'

Smash Hit No. I

"ANGELS OVER
BROADWAY"
THURS. and FRI, Oct. 17-18

ifflf*™L
-Hit No.

^VITALITY OPEN ROAD SHOES
for Outdoor and Campus Wear
15 tnd 15.50
COMPLETE RANGE OF
WIDTHS AND SIZES

2>dU

OHM* GiftL mnti

i

wilk MAUIEEN Mill
LODE HATWAID • LUCILLE
•ALL-IAL PI BELL AMI •

PAUL JETT

WEST MAIN ST.

RICHMOND, KY.

>

I • \
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lief were heard on all sides when
Dorris' mind on that certain SatMary finally made up her mind to
urday a couple of weeks ago:
renew the friendship .
. Where
'.'aisle . . . alter ... hymn."
are the snows of yesteryear? Or
in other words, what has hap- By SPEED FINNEKAf
WANT ADS ~
pened to the red-hot summer afSay! What was that girl doing,
' .
News' from abroad at the pres- fairs of DorA Massey and Drexel
Confronted last p. m. with the bragging or complaining? (I
ent seems very distressing, but Hendron, Cecile Bowling and Bill glaring headline:
"Republicans mean the one who advertised in
some of the affairs here on the Lyon, Georgia Root and Nelson Will Sweep. Election" set me to blatant red and blue poster ink
Gordon,
et
cetera?
.
.
.
Marie
campus are equally as bad. Take
musing that it probably needs it. fon the diamond-encrusted sweetfor instance the invasion that Hughes caught the bouquet at the Brought to mind our own apparent heart pin on the bulletin "board a
Dorria-Wllcox
wedding
.
.
.
Here
Bezold has suffered at the hands
discrepancies in campus elections week ago.)
of the Maroon Fullback Bennedett. it is the third year for the two- and tnat doesn't necessarily folsome
of
Trent
and
Darling
.
.
.
• It is intimated that. Mary Alice
low that it requires politicians to
is causing as big an uproar as did One of the steadiest romances on have politics. Unly those habitual QUOTABLE QUOTE
the
campus
is
that
of
Ruth
KottMr. Jenkins (in class): "Now
Helen of Troy . . . No fire alarm
It's so sufferers from hay fever or severe- Just watch this board while I go
was sounded but some of the Mem- myer and Duncan Huey.
sinusitis could have failed to oborial Hall boys must have been quiet that no one knows much serve a certain reeking stench through it for you." ( ?)
having a hot time for two fire about it, but It's there for all to which rises periodically In these
extinguishers were found empty see at any rate . . Joe Cornell, parts.
OVERHEARD HERE & THERE
early Thursday morning. It may one of the nicest of the freshmen
(via Hickman\ ears)
Initiated
therefore
Is
the
first
be that the boys mistook Cop boys, tried for an Annapolis exam
In the. Grill: "So that Arkansas
rebel
cry
of
the
year:
"Clean
"up
Lewis for a burglar . . Did Jim last weekend. Best of luck, Joe.
•
Stayton smile Friday when he was Homecoming always brings a lot the elections or clean up on the team plays for fun eh? When do
escorting the Benham school of happiness to a lot of people. electioneer!" We advocate In turn, they have it, Christmas?" ... In
"We call her .Sanka,
teacher around? . . . Ask Ruth Jim Stayton was wearing his big- some form of Student Election the Ideal:
she probably never .kept
Catlett about the song PLAY- gest smile after Eldora got here. Council. Outlined briefly, the func- because
MATES. It's her theme song, I Mary Deuel managed a grin at the tions of said committe would in- anyone awake." . . . The proud
..
have heard . . . Ollie Gabriel looked prospect of seeing Byron Green. clude the announcement of, at poppa of a freshman to a member
the faculty:'"We had bad luck
"
very, very content Friday. Maybe Frances Little and Co-Editor least one week in advance, the of
Squires probably took the prize date of any election to be held with our kids, they've all grown
it was the escort she had . .
... In the Ad. building: "It's
Who were the upper classmen who for being the happiest . . . Boy, on the campus. Names of can- up."
desired apples so badly on Thurs- how that Hickman girl does get didates for office should be filed books like 'Native Son' that cause
day night T Some people just Gab around! . . . The latest reports are with the cpmmlttee at least one little arguments like the civil
too/touch, eh Ed and Bill? . . . that Bob Blair gave up his dreams week in advance so that members War." This fellow really knew
Whi is It that's getting Wilder of a medical career for a matri- of the class or particular group what he was talking about. The
every day? We Just wonder if monial future . . It's been a toss- have the opportunity of being In- book is tripe! In the men's Dorm:
"With the entire country probPeg could be taking a class under up whether the romance of Sandy formed of proposed action.
Such a committee would also ably getting two Thanksgivings I
one of the English profs this and Larry Lehman will last. It's
semester and takes lessons from still debatable . . . Loraine Mc- supervise the counting of ballot understand we won't even get one.
his son at night . . . Someone's Kinney is one of the most faith- boxes for annual campus titles and Is someone around here boycotting
,
getting Framed too. From all ful of those girls who have boy the various votings of the year. turkey!" Think that crack over
indications it might be Pettyror friends off the campus. John Kalb Stuffed ballot boxes and stuffy now. You will eventually ... In
will Fitz make his bid too? . . . is a lucky person ■ ■ ■ Did anyone politicians are an unnecessary evil. a Bull Session: "We shall build
a new race, trained to hardness
In Winchell's column we see that hear Miry Moore Oldham squeal?
At least it furnishes food for and violence; superman, leading
the President of the YMCA on Sometime ago Sonny Wilson stuck thought.
masses. On them we shall found a
Eastern's campus offered a certain her with a pin and it seems she
t
new Reich that will last for. a
I
Missouri gal entrance free of has Just kept the pin . . . Some
thousand years—Hitler." Nuts!
charge into the YMCA
This fun . . Orchids to Aileen Lawson TWO IS COMPANY
Joe McCarthy couldn't do it with
sounds like the first step toward from Bob Goosens for HomecomIt appears that a serious "faux
draft dpdging to us . . . Rumor has ing . . . That Jitterbug Johnson pas" was committed by the Regis- the Yanks ... In the Grill: "I
it that the trio from LaGrange had- a cute little one visiting him trar's office not so very long ago. guess you'd call us friends—we
•
are among the campus cutests . . . over Homecoming . . . The way Through some office slip, two have the same enemies."
Did you see Jim Squires sitting on that some of those freshmen re- Freshmen- were assigned to the
the curb in front of Burnam Hall belled against the undercover same chapel seat. The rub comes ONCE IN A LIFETIME
until midnight Friday night? It freshman week made an everlas- when it evolved that the persons
There is an upperclassnlan girl
couldn't have the schoolmarm from ting impression on a lot of the involved were a lady Freshie and In the hall (Burnam), who Is so
the mountains, could it, Jim? . . . upperclassmen. They are marked & gentleman Freshie. Rumor has sure of having her own way that
Was Majorette Groger surprised for life . . . We are wondering it that they like the lap-seated she writes In her diary a week
when her home town boy friend even now who Nelson Gordon's session so well that they refused ahead of time!
stopped by .and caught her in her new heart-throb will be . . That's to be moved!
all for now.
twirling costume?
—„
SOCIAL COMMITTEE HOSTS
That handsome Greek, Manuel
AT HOMECOMING DANCE
SUGGESTION
DELANEY—BILLERHAN
Talakus, could have a lot of fun
The- Social Committee of Eastern
at Eastern, if his heart weren't ENGANGEMENT ANNOUNCED
Speaking of freshmen, this is
Mr. and Mrs. John A. Delaney one of the things that they are entertained with a Homecoming
so definitely with the girl he left
behind him in Louisville . . Won- announce the engagement of their getting mighty tired of around Dance for the Alumni on Saturday,
October 5, In Walnut Hall of the
der why Eastern was more attrac- daughter, Angela, to Mr. Charles here:
Student Union Building from 8
tive to Ben Robinson than medical Billerman, son*"of Mr. and Mrs
Boy: "Hello!"
until 12 o'clock. Bill Cross and
school? It couldn't be a certain Harry T. Billerman, of Bellevue,
Girl:
'
his Orchestra furnished the music.
little senior, of course . . . The Ky. The wedding will take place
The hosts and hostesses on this
Boy: "Oh, well."
sparkle of that diamond on Hugo- on Thanksgiving morning in Cinoccasion were: Mrs. Emma Y.
*'
lene McCoy's left hand is only cinnati.
Case, Miss Ruth Dix, Miss Elizaequalled by the sparkle of her eyes
HOMECOMING HOMILIES
beth Cherry, Miss Cora Lee, Miss
when she is around John Hughes. CAMPBELL—DYKES
The ex-grad who decided that Drucilla Wilson, Miss Susan Ble7 ' The PROGRESS staff still teases WEDDING PLANS MADE
Mr. and Mrs. Theo Campbell, of he must be getting old because sack, Miss Katheryn Sallee and
Guy Hatfield about that clipping
^
from the Irvine newspaper which Springfield, announce the engage- the freshman girls gof on his Miss K. Heath and Messrs. Arnim
he carried around for days simply ment of their daughter, Marian, to nerves instead of his lap . . . An- D. Hnmmell, Charles A. Keith,
because it carried the news about Mr. James Hamilton Dykes, son other ex-grad who cursed him- Ralph Whallri, Jack Allen, Sam
his appointment as sports editor of Mrs. Dan Dykes, of Richmond, self for a lemon-squeezer. (He Beckley, Jack Holt, Harry Lucas,
William Johnson and Allen Zaron the paper . . . Ann Allen seems Ky. The wedding will take place got stuck with' a wallflower) .
Words said to have been in Dot Ing.
to be doing all right for herself on November 14.
this year.
We couldn't keep
count of the different boys who
were with her one weekend. That
YOUR MILESTONE PHOTOGRAPH
is very much aa it should be, for
Ann is tops . . . Carolyn Brock
went to the show with Allen WlckersTiaw the other night Is that
going to begin all over again? . . .
Sadie Jones consumes innumerable ifyou buy your Christmas photograph before November 15th
cokes with Buddy Fitzpatrick—a
cute couple . . . Bill Johnson and
Alberta Hbagland" seem to have
taken up where they left off this
summer, only with added impetus.
That very attractive gal from
Cincinnati, Dottle Ann Daench,
seems to have Lefty Norman badly
smitten. Where does Jack fit
into this, Dottle? . . . Everyone
on the campus was watching the
suspended romance of Mary Stayion and Jim Brock. Sighs of re-

The Rebel Yell

The Knews
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"jOlVf OUR
"FOUR O'CLOCK
CLUB"
.At four o'clock each afternoon a table
number will be drawn.

Those sitting at

that table wjll receive their drinks and
sandwiches FREE!
■

Perry's Drug, Store
The Rexall Store

V

BEGLEY DRUG CO.

In Their New Remodeled Store with Twice Original
Space Invites You to Visit Their
MODERN LUNCHEONETTE FOUNTAIN
, Complete COSMETICS and TOILETRY DEPT.
We Have Everything a Good Drug Store Should Have
Phone -665'

We Deliver

REMEMBER
to Send All Your Laundry and Dry Cleaning to

MADISON LAUNDRY &
DRY CLEANERS
Agents in
Burnam, Sullivan, in Men's Hall

H. M. WHITTINGTON CO.
JEWELERS
Gifts—Watch and Jewelery Repairing
North Second Street
"
Phone 756

Two Distinctive Groups of Women's New Fall

FREE!-

SWEATERS

See the New-

Ann Foster

DRESSES

Application photographs made froni^your Milestone photographs are nice to exchange.
•

■

*

Price

Conventional and Chain-Link Weaves

$1.00 for twelve

98

Sloppy Joe La Cone*

$1-98
T

At 98c: Brand new styles to give a lift to your fall wardrobe.
Crew and boat sail necklines. In green, dusty .rose, rust, blue,
tan, pink and wine. At $1.98: Slipover and button front styles.
Gay solid colors with contrasting trims of applique. Sizes 34-40.

Women's Parker Wilder Flannel

SKIRTS
Styles include flared, pleated and extra wide circular skirts. With the
new big pockets and belt trims. In royal, red, navy and wine. 12-20.

$1.98
RAYON SATIN BLOUSES
Rayon satin and crepes ln_white/3hd fall shades, Also
smart suitings In neatly striped patterns. 34 to 40.

The Iris Shop

^*

- in McKee'i Store
DRESSES, MILLINEKY
FOUNDATION GARMENTS

OWEN McKEE

"Known for Better Values
'*.

98c

"A
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Complete Line of Jewelry
Sheaffer Fountain Pens
.

Eastern Stops
Aggie Passing
By Score, 39-0
Maroons Make
4 Touchdowns
In First Half
PERRY STARS
The Eastern Maroona steamrolled Arkansas A. & M. 39-0 here
September. 28, showing power In
every department, both offensively
and defensively.
,
In the first quarter immediately
after the kick-off, Perry intercepted one of the highly touted Aggie
passes. Cross on a reverse behind beautiful blocking scored.
Chuck Schuster converted to
make the score 7-0. After the
kick-off Perry again intercepted
an Aggie pass and behind blitzkrieg-like interference, scored.
Schuster missed the try for point,
making the score 13-0. On the
first play after entering the game
Joe Bill Siphers carried the ball
over and Schuster converted.
The quarter ended with the score
20-0 Eastern.
In the second quarter after the
Aggies had fumbled a punt, the
Maroons on a pass from Siphers
to Buchaus and a lateral to Cross
scored to. make It 26-0. Siphers'
kick was low. Again in the second quarter Siphers threw a beautiful pass to Rasnlck, sophomore
end, who scored.
Flanagan's
kick was blocked. This ended
the scoring for the first half.
The Maroons scored only once
in the second half. In the third
quarter Siphers tossed a thirty
yard pass to Schuster who scampered over the double lines standing up. Schuster converted and
this made the score 39-0.
The much-praised Aggie pass
offensive was stopped by an alert
Maroon secondary, and their running attack, such as it was, was
stamped cold by the hard-charging
Eastern line.

McGaughey Greta
Year's Contract
With Milestone

it..
Jim Brock, editor of this year's
Milestone, announced last week
that McGaughey's Studio, located
on Third Street here in Richmond,
Is going, to be the official photographer for the Milestone again
this year.
Mr. Brook has asked that all
students who want their pictures
put in the Milestone this year
' to have their pictures taken at
the McGaughey Studio at any
convenient time.

GO TO THE

FIXIT SHOP
For All Kinds of
Small Radios
$5.00 up
KEYS MADE
Typewriters Repaired
and Rented
Phone 104

Madison Theatre Bldg.

P. E. Flashes

Photographic Supplies
JIMMY TAYLOR
Schlegel Bldg.

Hr—" Third Near Main
Phone 59

Harlan Backfield

Hair Cut

25c

BOGGS BARBER SHOP *
Hours 7:00 A. M.—7.-00 P. M.

HOWARDS BEAUTY SHOP
Permanents $2.50 to $10—Shampoo, Finger Wave 50c
OPERATORS—FLOS SI E HOWARD—ADA HOW ABO 9 '
2nd Floor Oldham Building
Over Newberry's Store
Main Street
Opposite Courthouse
Phone 820

Six States Boast
A Top Member
On Frosh Team
HUGHES COACH

The Harlan backfield at Eastern is causing a lot of teams a
lot of trouble this year. Reading
from left to right nr the picture

Sport Shorts
By BUD PETTY
Saturday, October 5, was another milestone in the march of
Eastern athletic events. Our Maroons played a swell game to
continue the season undefeated,
untied and unscored on much to
the enjoyment of the Alumni and
other guests.
A scheduled rest for October 12
will be an aid for the team in
order that they may rest for the
remaining tough schedule which
follows. Of all the remaining
games the Morehead tussle is anticipated most of all.
THIS AND THAT:
Eastern leads the KIAC standings with three wins and no
losses . . . Schuster la thud In
the state high scorers followed by
Cross in fourth place . , . Big
Fred Darling looks like All-KIAC
material if Eastern ever had
any . . . Northern Illinois must
have gotten their passing fever
from the Arkansas team of the
week before . . . Jarnl, the Illinois
passer, is one of the best Been
on the home field . . . Bert Smith's
touchdown run was one of the
best pictures of open field running seen at Eastern In many a
day ... It Is hard to pick out
the outstanding players on such
a well-rounded team as this year's
eleven, but watch for, or perhaps
you have noticed: Fred Darling's
ability to get down under punts;
Spider's generalship and passing;
the runs of Bert Smith; the defensive play of Hass, Perry and
Cross; the line charging and
power of Bennedett; the blocking
and tackling of Buchaus; the all
around play of Mayer; and the
leadership of the able, coaching
staff here at the school.

Although small In number Easern's freshman football team,
better known as the Baby Maroons, all seventeen of them, are
showing up exceptionally well in
scrimmage with the varsity, according to the Eastern tutors.
With members of the squad coming from scattered parts of the
country, the freshies have been
vieing with the varsity since the
first of September and they seem
none the worse.for punishment.
Walter Duch comes the farthest
distance, calling New Britlan,
Conn., home. Meanwhile Casey
Nowakowski is from Chicago and
Bob Neal is from way down south
in Birmingham. James Little,
Olen Kennedy, Earl Gibson and
Paul Kline are from Portsmouth,
Ohio.
Robert Kiner and Gail
above are: Travis Combs, Harlan; Roberts hall from Glouster, Ohio,
Joe BUI Siphers, Benham; Wyatt home of those darling Darling
Thurman, Benham;
and Bob boys. George Norman Is from
Mowat, Benham.
Wheeling, W Va., and Irve Kuehn
comes from Cincinnati.
Kentuckians on the team Include Jack Holt, and Walter
Hucke, Eugene Hill, Carrolton,
Louisville, BUI Klnsella and Ed
Huck of Newport, Abe Abram,
Shelbyville, and Jennings Hounchell of Richmond.
Fresnman coach is Charles
"Turkey" Hughes.
Coach Rankln, with his undefeated, untied, and unscored upon
Maroons will leave for King College, Bristol, Tennessee, next Friday for their tilt with Coach N.
F. Young's Tornadoes Saturday
afternoon.
Next Door Post Office
The Presbyterian squad from
Bristol of 34 Is composed of players from eight different states and
the entire squad average 172
pounds. Eleven games comprise
this year's schedule for the Tornadoes and this is a very ambitious undertaking for any team.
The 1939 score sheet for the
Cardinal, and Blue boys showed
them winning eight games, losing
two, and tying one.
Phone MS
First Street
Eastern will take a slightly injured but a well rested team to
Bristol foiy, the contest.
After
Ironing out a few irregularities
noticed . in the Northern Illinois
game, the Maroons should be at
Cleaning, Pressing, Repairing
their best when they go on the
field at Bristol.
Made in Richmond
Spider Thurman and Bert Smith, 241 Bfsin St.
Phone 898
touchdown twins, should be in near
perfect shape. George "Uddie"
Ordich's knee is healing In fine
fashion as was shown by his power
and drive in last Saturday's game.
Yinger and Haas should have their
Injuries doctored up by game time
Saturday.
Al Dressman's heel
which has been giving him considerable trouble is showing considerable improvement. All In all
Eastern is ready and rarin' to go
and will be doing their best again
to bring home the traditional
"bacon."

Maroons Attempt
4th Straight Win
In Year's Season

S t r e a mlined
young dresses
with all-American poise and
charm Simple
and suave
with new skirt
fullness, shirring, pockets,
stunning
sleeves. Very
1941 ... in
crepes, sheer
wools, rayons.
Black, subtle
colors. 12-20.

RIVERS SHOE SHOP
PLATE LUNCH

KORNER RESTAURANT
2nd and Waler Streets

BOHON STORES CO.
Richmond, Kentucky
543

i

West Main

O. G. ESTES
J. W. COBB

THE TAILOR
Work Called For and
Delivered

VULCAN IRVINE.
Ladies' & Men's Tailor

You Bvy with Confidence /

MEN'S SUITS
Quality
h StyM

19?

The Town-Clod* label in your
suit itandi for excellence of
fabric and skill of craftsmonihip at much at it doe* for
economy. As for style — let
your eye* tell you I
•Ug.U.t.rml.O*.

PENNEY'S

The cinnineii of
McGregor — borrowing
the toft, warm glow of
fluorescent lighting for
an all-wool fabric for
your Fall sweaters. It's a
•teal, bat it's pretty
larceny.
FLUORESCENT
JACKET is tailored of
all-wool fluorescent cloth
front with sleeves and
back of McGregor's famous Yorkshire knit-The
pockets have genuine ._
saddle-stitching
'5

Just Around the Corner From Stanifers

Candy and Cold Drinks

EXPERT WATCH
REPAIRING

AMERICAN
BEAUTIES

WELCOME NEW AND OLD STUDENTS

TASTY SANDWICHES

\

Freshman Team
Show Up Well
In Scrimmage

By OBA TUSSEY
THE PHYSICAL
EDUCATION CLUB
The Physical Education Club
had its first' meeting of the year
Thursday, October 3. The program
for the coming year was the main
topic with the highlight of the
discussion, the announcement that
the Modern Dance will again be
given to the students at moderate
prices sometime In the near future. Those who have seen Ted
Shawn and his men dancers will
be pleased to know that one of
his pupils will present the same
type of program this year. For
those who have never seen Ted
Shawn or any exhibition of the
Modern Dance, be sure and Don't
Miss It
While on the subject of Modern.
Dance it might be Interesting to
know that Miss Cherry of the
P. E. department has a class in
Modern Dance the- fifth period
rueaday and Thursdays. I feel
sure that Miss Cherry would be
more than glad to give any information concerning the Modern
Dance tp those who are Interested.
ALUMNI
The Homecoming game brought
several former P. E. Club members back to the campus. Others
could not get back because of
their work. There are very few
graduate majors and minors In
P. E. who do not have positions.
Of those who graduated last June:
James Hennessey—Professional
scouting.
Carl Yeager—Assistant coach
at Somerset High School.
Carl Kemp—Coach at Glouster
High School, Glouster, Ohio.
Marlon Morgan—Ohio Power
Company, Canton, Ohio.
Harry Locknane—Army Air
Corps.
Probably one reason for the success of placing P. E. men is the
fact that Physical Education
covers a lot of territory—athletics,
music,' art, drama and practically
everything need m a general allround education.
THE "E" CLUB
The "E" Club will be organized
this year. All persons who have
earned an E in any division of
athletics are eligible for membership. The main purpose of the
club wl", be to make the letter
E really mean something and not
Just a letter that anyone caiTwear
on a sweater. A program will be
drawn up which will Include an
annual dance or party and if possible a vaudeville show. There will
be a meeting called soon by several eligible members who are Interested and offlceraywlll be elected. Coach Tom Samuels, a member
of the "M" Club or>the University
of Michigan, ls^vell versed in this
sort of Jft organization i an£ he
may get'e- call as sponsor.
SPECIAL
Note: This letter-was found in
the hall of Memorial D.
Dear' ma and pa
hear 1 am back at estem. 1 got a
be on the addlahum and aubtracksun teats the other day and
all the guys think It Is wunderful.
we got a gud teem this yeer. It
shure Is difflrint playin with a
regular ball than them punklns
at home, that spider turman Is
better this yeer and h has a
runnln mate called smith which is
good as heck. In facked all the
players seam better. 1 got that
quartur you suit, another wud be
apprishated.
< yer sun
chuck

and Photo Finishing

UNITED
DEPARTMENT STORE

FLUORESCENT
SLEEVELESS in Camel,
Green, Blue and.oeA
Barley Brown... *01>v

STANIFEJVS
^J

MAIN AT SF.COND
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